The ogee shape and Black polished granite is the perfect canvas for a design of flowing script and an intertwining English rose.
**Lawn Memorials**

- **Elmwell**
  Loving friendship remembered on this simple polished Black granite ogee shaped headstone

- **Ryehill**
  An ogee shaped Chinese Rustenburg granite memorial with evocative rural motif

- **Birdsall**
  An ogee top Blue Pearl granite memorial with detailed robin design

- **Molescroft**
  Honed Cathay Light Grey or polished Lavender Blue granite memorials, both with deep rose carving
Lawn Memorials

**Routh**

All polished Black granite oblong memorial with an ornate gilded border.

**Woodmansey**

Very popular gold line design shown here on a beautiful Cats Eye or Black granite.

**Seaton**

Classic ogee top with shaded roses on Emerald Pearl granite.

**Edenfield**

Grace and elegance are personified on this Black granite half ogee headstone.
Lawn Memorials

Ferens (circular detail)
Alternatively this crucifix design lends itself well to the off-set peon top shape

Stainforth (right)
An off-set peon top Black granite memorial with stained glass inspired ornamentation

Wyton
This simple oblong, all polished Black granite memorial has a beautiful kneeling angel sympathetically drawn into the stone

Beverley
Polished Black granite half ogee shape with a coloured ‘Our Lady’ design. An alternative more detailed design is also shown (inset) both with and without colour
Lawn Memorials

**Sutton**
In Karin Grey granite, this ogee shaped memorial has a simple cross and painted flower in relief.

**Ainthorpe**
All polished Black granite headstone with striking rambling rose design.

**Keyingham**
In Chinese Rustenburg granite, ogee top with simple cross and rose ornamentation.

**Whitedale**
All polished Indian Light Grey granite with stunning metallic finish to the rose design.
Lawn Memorials

**Kirkham**

Ogee top memorial with carved cross design, painted to give a ‘3D’ effect shown on Black and Cathay Light Grey granites.

**Aldbrough**

A camber top, polished Black granite memorial. Any favourite pastime can be illustrated by our craftsmen (see above).

**Hessle**

This simple camber top design is the perfect background for the modern stonemasons art.

**Pickering**

An all polished Black granite memorial with ogee top decorated with roses and open book available either coloured or monochrome.
**Garrowby**

A fresh approach to the classic church window design shown on South African Dark Grey granite.

**Huggate**

On this Butterfly Blue granite headstone your loved ones initials are for ever entwined in the centre of these jewellery influenced hearts.

**Carlton**

Fresh interpretation of the traditional gothic shape, your chosen inscription is framed within a delicate floral arbour. Karin Grey or Black granite.
**Lawn Memorials**

**Normanby 'Seashell' (rear) Normanby 'Poppies' (front)**

A classic ‘Norman Round’ shape utilising a moulded edge to the front and back. Shown in Cathay Light Grey and Black granites.

**Lockington**

Loving Sentiments or a loved one’s photo (via photo plaque) can be placed within the “locket” to further personalise this exquisite design. All polished Black granite.

**Butterwick**

Evergreen granite with decorative moulded edge and carved sunflower.
Lawn Memorials

Barley / Crookley (inset)

Spiritual reflection with images of The Sacred Heart and The Good Shepherd. All polished Black granite.

Swanland

This popular, traditional Black granite headstone features two flower vases and elegant swan artwork.

Thornaby (rear)

Sera Grey granite with sympathetic rose design.

Roseberry (front)

The gentle contours of the granite complement the tranquility of the countryside themed ornament in polished Black granite.
Lawn Memorials

Kingswood
The bowed profile of this memorial is decorated with a deep carved floral design in Lavender Blue granite.

Pearson (right rear)
Traditional shaped Imperial Green memorial accentuated by stylish chamfers.

Eastwood (right front)
An established shaped all polished Black granite memorial shown here with an Islamic prayer ornament.

Selby (rear)
A deep carved cross entwined with either a rose, thistle or lily make this Black all polished memorial look stunning.

Thearne (front)
A delicate rose set within a heart compliment this popular shaped Lavender Blue polished memorial.

Kingswood
The bowed profile of this memorial is decorated with a deep carved floral design in Lavender Blue granite.
Lawn Memorials

**Skipsea**
The polished, rounded form resembles stones from the seashore. In Lavender Blue or Imperial Green granite.

**Bainton**
A charming scene adds to the simple beauty of this shaped and chamfered Black granite memorial.
Lawn Memorials

**Cranswick**
A prominent Black granite headstone with neatly defined chamfers. The ornate carving can be hand finished in Verdigris or Bronze paint effect.

**Hasholme**
This beautiful Emerald Pearl granite memorial needs only a delicate floral design to add to its soft outline of flowing curves and chamfers.

**Dunswell**
A personal message with up to 100 characters can be added to this charming posy design on polished Black granite with chamfer detail.
Lawn Memorials

**Etton**
The timeless beauty of a Celtic cross sits proudly with a rustic pitched edge Lavender Blue granite monument.

**Hatfield**
Timeless and classic this polished oval is framed by four deep carved roses and rustic pitched edges. Shown in Black granite.

**Witham**
Shown on an Indian Light Grey and Ruby Red granite, the Witham features natural looking pitched edges with roses either top or bottom.
Lawn Memorials

**Ferriby**

Part polished South African Dark Grey granite with carved flowers to headstone and base

**Broomfleet**

A norman round shaped stone with decorative, silver Celtic lettering on a part polished South African Dark Grey granite

**Haltemprice**

Based upon an historical Celtic wheel cross with intricate knotwork, this Impala granite memorial sits as if rising from a rustic boulder. The inlaid panel is a non-reflective ‘honied’ Black granite
Lawn Memorials

**Patrington**
Serene beauty is reflected in the elegant features of this Angel sculpture, carved from Lavender Blue granite.

**Minster**
This stately memorial was inspired by classical architecture. Seen here in Chinese Rustenburg granite.

**Staxton**
Distinguished Emerald Pearl granite pillared memorial with heart detail.
Lawn Memorials

Sledmere
Traditionally shaped headstone in Karin Grey granite with characteristic raised inscription.

Walkington
Elaborately shaped and polished Blue Pearl granite with distinctive ‘step’ detail.

Woodhouse
This Imperial Green granite memorial has a tall vase, making it easier to place flowers for those with limited mobility. This striking design also allows space for personal sentiments.
Books and Scrolls

Wilberforce

An unconventional, stylised scroll headstone in Black granite

Bielby

This striking design combines a stylish 'paperback' appearance with secure fixing, shown here in Blue Pearl and Black granite

Stamford

An imposing Imperial Green granite design influenced by traditional memorials
Books and Scrolls

**Buxton**
Classic book shape with curved pages and a tooled cord and tassel carved from Black granite

**Melton**
This South African Dark Grey granite book tablet is part polished to give contrast to the stone

**Barnston**
Blue Pearl granite. Classic, highly detailed book adapted for modern fixing requirements
Heart Memorials

**Pollington**
A beautiful posy design and gilded line adds something special to the elegant heart shaped Black granite memorial.

**Appleton**
The stunning rounded edges of the heart are complemented by a highly polished ‘rose bowl’ vase. Pictured here in Lavender Blue granite.

**Hornsea**
Both homely and tranquil. A vase full of flowers on a windowsill. All polished Black granite.

**Hotham**
Elegant polished Black granite heart shape with contrasting carved roses.
**Children’s Memorials**

**Fairytale Castle**

Even the most imaginative requests can be turned into something special. Let us guide you through the process of choosing a lasting tribute to your loved one.

**Bubble & Squeak**

Gentle curves further enhance the comforting softness of the children’s characters illustrated on this beautiful polished Impala granite memorial.

**Shooting Star**

A fleeting moment in one's life is symbolised by this colourful shooting star design on this Black granite ogee top memorial. Alternative design is shown (inset).
Children’s Memorials

Appleton Fairy

A beautiful Black granite heart shaped memorial with a polished ‘rose bowl’ vase and a detailed fairy design.

Fairy Inscription

Our fairytale images can be combined with any letter to truly personalise your memorial. Stone shown is Blue Pearl granite.

Fairy Alphabet

Fresh design concepts combining fairytale images and wording to create truly individual memorials. Pictured here in Ruby Red granite.
Children’s Memorials

Lullaby Memorials

Whilst our children sleep they are remembered with this range of lullaby influenced designs

Sweet Dreams

Polished Rustenburg granite

Make a Wish

Polished black granite

Furry Friends

Polished South African dark grey granite
Children’s Memorials

Bentley

Classic and endearing ‘Bentley Bear’ hand carved in Blue Pearl granite

Big Teddy

Subtle features enhance this teddy bear shaped memorial. The base has a centre splay adding extra inscription space. Black granite and Balmoral Red granite options are shown here.

Tumbling Ted

Tumbling Ted decorates the front of the base leaving both the delicately carved teddy with heart and free standing book available for inscriptions. Black granite and Chinese Wine granite

Bentley

Classic and endearing ‘Bentley Bear’ hand carved in Blue Pearl granite
Children’s Memorials

Elvington

The sweeping shape and inspirational design create a magical ‘fairytale’ memorial. Pictured here in Black granite.

Daisy Jane

A loved one’s name can be sculptured to the flowerhead adding to this modest Imperial Green granite memorial.

Vase with Cushioned Heart

A small vase, further enhanced with this delicate cushioned heart design on Lavender Blue granite.

Ollie Vase

This cute bear design transforms this Lavender Blue granite vase into something special.

Marble Vase

The cushioned edges to this marble vase create a gentle look.
Here are a selection of designs created specifically for children’s memorials for a more personal touch. Our artists are able to take your ideas and turn them into a poignant and lasting tribute.
Desks & Vases

- South African Dark Grey shaped vase. 0/236G
- Desk tablet in Ruby Red granite. 0/231G
- Lavender Blue granite shaped vase. 0/237G
- Lavender Blue granite vase and base. 0/239G
- South African Dark Grey polished wedge. 0/230G
- Black granite desk tablet. 0/229G
- Blue Pearl square vase. 0/234G
- Desk tablet in Ruby Red granite. 0/231G

Scroll desk vase shown in Impala Grey and Black granites
Black granite heart vase 0/232G

Black granite Vase with two flower containers and rose design 0/240G

Black granite Castleton turned vase
Churchyard Memorials

**Westfield**
A deep carved floral design is used to great effect on this imaginatively shaped Serena stone memorial.

**Langtoft**
This ogee top memorial in South African Dark Grey granite has a honed finish and a deep cut floral border design.

**Allerston**
A Traditional shape in Yorkshire stone with classic cross design. UK sourced material.
Churchyard Memorials

Molescroft

Honed Cathay Light Grey memorial with deep rose carving

Humbleton

Norman round shape, South African Dark Grey granite. Decorative Celtic lettering in a part honed 'churchyard' finish

Easington

This dove of peace is carved from a solid slab of Crown stone with architectural design features and bow fronted base
Churchyard Memorials

**Thirtleby**
A simple floral design with a gothic top and chamfered base in Yorkshire stone. UK sourced material.

**Oakington**
All honed Indian Grey memorial ogee shaped top with a separate flower vase.

**Bransdale**
Classic ogee top in beautiful Cornish granite UK sourced material.
**Churchyard Memorials**

*Normanby ‘Morning Glory’*

A classic ‘Norman Round’ shape utilising a moulded edge to the front and back. Honed finish on South African Dark Grey granite

*Greenoak*

Statuesque contours fashioned in honed South African Dark Grey granite

*Ottringham*

A delicate posy carving top centre of this majestic looking Nabresina Memorial
Churchyard Memorials

**Wellburn**

This intricate Serena stone memorial boasts a floral design carved all the way through giving the impression that it has been in place for some time.

**Clifton**

A classic slate memorial with Celtic Knot design. UK sourced material.
Churchyard Memorials

Circular Designs (left)

The Clifton, Amplethorpe and Bessingby stones all incorporate a circular, hand carved design. With these stones, any one of the three designs on the left (as well as the designs shown on the stones in these pictures) can be chosen for your headstone. Alternatively we can create a design based on your own ideas.

Amplethorpe

This all honed Dark Grey granite memorial is enhanced by a stylish chamfer and carving.

Bessingby

Delicate snowdrops are intricately carved in beautiful Portland stone. UK sourced material.

Sproatley

Nabresina memorial with finely moulded edges, rounded shoulders and carving of a delicate cross and rose.
Kerb Set Memorials

The following pages are dedicated to kerb sets (full lawn type memorials) and have been sensitively designed by our team of artists displaying a wide range of styles and options to individualise and personalise a fitting memorial memorial for a loved one.

We have also created a selection of compact memorials that are designed to be placed within the kerb area (p44).

**Edge profiles**

Edge profiles are a way to further personalise a memorial. We are happy to advise you on using these optional kerb profiles.

**Newsham**

Interchangeable set featuring splayed base and foot-kerb, providing additional lettering and design capacity, which can be complimented by the selection of any headstone from our brochure range.
**Kerb Set Memorials**

*Farndale*

In Lavender Blue granite headstone and base option. The corner posts on this set have been bored to accept flower containers.

*Newsham*

The Imperial Green granite set below comprises the 'Newsham' set with a 'Stamford' headstone from page 20 and shown here with an alternative 'Rose Bowl' ornament. This set could be further enhanced by choosing an optional kerb profile (as shown left).
Kerb Set Memorials

Helmsley

The honed finish and elegant contours of this Evergreen granite memorial are complimented by the distinctive shaded and tinted ornaments.

Coniston

In Black granite, a traditionally styled headpiece with square section kerbs and corner posts.
York

Pictured in two styles. The 'headstone' version below in Chinese Rustenburg granite and the 'ledger' type set in Blue Pearl granite. The set has been designed to offer extensive lettering capabilities and the opportunity for multiple flower containers.
Kerb Set Memorials

**Sandholm**

Fully covered kerb memorial with contemporary features shown in Oriental Light Grey granite. The contours of the cover slab are replicated on the base recess.

**Laytham**

Intricately carved lattice work and contrasting material finishes embellish this Dark Grey granite memorial.
Harewood
Classically styled full lawn type memorial with cover slab in Cathay Light Grey granite, featuring ornamentation enhanced with a metallic paint finish

Castleton (right)
Elegantly designed Black granite balustrade set with a delicate flowing ornamental design

Cayton (inset)
Alternative version of the ‘Castleton’ set, the narrower headstone creates space for flower containers
Kerb Set Options

Compact memorials (shown right) are designed to be placed within the kerb area. These are an ideal and fitting tribute for family, friends or colleagues to convey their message of remembrance in addition to the main memorial.

Shown below are a selection of recycled glass and natural stone chippings perfect for complimenting any kerb set.

- **Rosebud Tablet**: A permanent ‘card’ on which to inscribe a farewell message.
- **Wedge**: In Black granite offering a larger inscription area.
- **Upright Book**: Contoured front and back in Cathay Light Grey granite.
- **Heart**: Rounded edges give a cushioned effect to this pedestal mounted Lavender Blue granite plaque.
- **Reclined Book**: Elegantly detailed in all polished South African Dark Grey granite.
- **Lantern**: In Oriental Light Grey granite with four Black granite panels which can display a combination of messages and ornaments.
Memorial Designs

Our award winning artists and craftsmen pride themselves on creating unique, highly detailed pieces of art for use in many different ways on our range of memorials. This helps ensure that any memorial chosen is personal enough to respectfully mark a person’s life. On the next few pages are a small selection of the many designs we have created over the years (along with the Children’s design selection on page 29).
Memorial Designs

More intricate custom designs are always available. We can transform a basic idea into a beautiful design to compliment any memorial.
We have a number of designs that are ideal for products where space is limited such as vases and desk tablets. Above are a few of these designs.

An official badge or a family crest can be translated into a memorial design to suit most spaces.
In keeping with our policy of continuous product development, we reserve the right to change colours, designs, descriptions or methods of manufacture. Such changes may be made without prior notice and without incurring any liability.

All natural quarried materials are supplied subject to natural markings and textures.

Colour reproduction is as close as printing techniques allow. All memorials in this brochure are the copyright of Odlings Limited.